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COMPOSITION PROJECT #1 
(notation/transposition study) 

After perusing the Donato and/or Stone texts (on reserve), complete the following: 

1. In class (on Friday, September 7): Identify and discuss as many errors as possible in the musical 
example provided.  Circle problems areas on the musical example and log these errors on a separate 
sheet of paper. 

2. At home: Transpose the example for Bb clarinet (violin part) and F horn (‘cello part) and recopy the 
example incorporating the corrections noted above.   

a. You should first make a rough draft of the transposed (and corrected) version of the musical 
example.  This will allow you to correct transposition errors, check spacing, etc., before 
making the final copy. 

b. The final recopied version must demonstrate your best calligraphic abilities and must follow 
all notational conventions.  

c. You must use an appropriate pen or pencil (not a computer notation program) and a straight 
edge for stems, barlines, etc.  It is highly recommended that you use staff paper with adequate 
margins and space between staves; you may wish to skip a staff between systems in order to 
allow enough room not to crowd the music. 

d. Please refer to the handout on instrumental/vocal ranges compiled from Alfred Blatter 
(available under “Miscellaneous Documents” on the Resources page of the course website) 
for transposition information, as well as the Stone and Donato texts for information 
pertaining to notation and manuscript.  

Please note that the care you take to professionally present the music in this project will be expected of 
all projects throughout the semester—so please consider these things in the future! 

3. The following elements will be considered in grading this project: 
a. Correct use of musical notation (35%). 
b. Neatness of manuscript and proper score layout, including horizontal spacing, space between 

systems, margins, indenting, and vertical alignment of parts (35%). 
c. Accuracy of transposition (20%). 
d. Insights provided in error log (10%)—don’t just include the errors discussed in the lab! 
e. Overall appearance and presentation. 

• Be prepared to discuss the project on Friday, September 7. 

• The project (including both the final copy of the transposed musical example and the error log) is due 
in class on Friday, September 14. 






